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0.

A close look at Mahmüd al-Käsyan's Drwän reveals that he is one of the

most important medieval philologians. But this does not mean that his Dtwän
does not contain unclear or contradictory passages, errors, mistakes and other

deviations from reality or truth. A part of these mistakes, errors, etc. may be
due to the fact that we only possess alater copy of the Dtwän, which was

completed in 1266.1 In this small article, I shall discuss some of these
problematic passages. As for to the text of Käs1arr's Dlwän and its
translation, I will rely on the edition of DANKOFF/KELLY (= DK)2 and the
facsimile of the KÜl-rÜR BRrRNllÖl 1990.
1. The use of the term Türk in the Drwän is ambiguous.

Firstly, zürk is used

to designate the Turkic peoples as a whole. Secondly, in remarks on the OTuz
dialect, Türk designates the non-Oyuz Turkic peoples, the dialect(s) of which
do not exhibit Oyuz features focused within his remarks (see some examples

in 7).: Thirdly, Iürk seems to be describing a part of the core population of
the Karakhanid state, i.e. the Öigit.+ The term Türk also appears in the list of

I l0; according to TEKELI (198-5, 5, and 1986, 5) the copyist did not krrow
well
and could not master Arabic.
Turkic
lf transliterations of TLrrkic expressions and transcriptions of the Arabic text are not
See

DK

of direct interest, they are omitted.
See also DK I4: "The word,Turk'is spelled'Tiirk'where it is used to indicate

a

dialect group (generally as opposed to OYuz - Ttirkrnä:n)."
According to DK 4-5 "the language described lsc.: in Käilarr's Diwanl is called
'Turkiyya' (here tr.anslated 'Turkic'); it is basically the dialect of the important Cigil
tribe, belonging to the Karakhanid conf'ederation. ... In palticular, KaS"yan gives

equal weight to two main dialect Iroups: that of the'Turks'(including
Tuxsi, etc.), and that of the 'Turkmä or O^yuz' '..".

cigil,
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dialects of Turkic tribes which KäSyari claims to have known. Thus he writes:

"l

have traveled throughoLrt theil crties and steppes, and have learned their

dialects and their rhymes; those of the Turks, the Turkman-O1uz, the Öigil,
the Yayma, and the Qirqiz" (K 3/DK I 70). If the translation of DK is correct,

Türk is used in a sense different from a sirnple "uon-Tnrkman-Oyuz" and
" Karakhanid-Öigil".
2. According to KäSyan, the name Türk is given to the ancestors of the Turks

by no one less than God himself. Thus we find under the heading Türk:
"Narre of the son of Noah.s ... I state thatat-Turk is the name given by God.
This is on the authority of the venerable Shaykh and Imam, al-Husayn Ibn
Khalaf al-KäS1arr, who was told by Ibn al-Gharqr, who said: lt was
transmitted to r-rs by the Shaykh, Abü Bakr al-Muyrd al-Jarjarä'r, known as
Ibn Abr-d-Dunyä, in his book On the End of Time (al-mu'allal fr axir a:.zcuttun), with his chain of transmission going back to the Prophet, God bless
him a,rd give him peace, who said: "God, exalted and mighty, says,'l have a
host whom I have called crt-Tun'k and whom I have set in the Eastl when I am
wroth over any people I will make them sovereign above them."'This is an
excellence of theirs above the rest of created beings; that He the most high
took it upon himself to name them; that He settled them in the most exalted
spot and in the finest air on Earth; that he called them his own army. Not to
mention their other virtues , such as beauty, elegance, refinement, politeness,
reverence, respect for elders, loyalty, modesty, dignity and courage, all of

which serve to justify their praises unnumbered." (K l76fJDK | 2'73f .).
From a canonical lslamic point of view, such a tradition does not exist. The
same holds true tbr the book of lbn Abr-d-Dunyä mentioned by K-r5yarl.
According to DK | 214, fn. I , the name of this book "is not found among the
works of the famous lbn Abr-d-DLrnyä."
Fufthermole, in the introdr.rction of the Drwän, we find a non-existing Hadith
(K 2f./DK I 70). Ka51an is careful enough to ascribe this Hadith to hearsay

going back to anonymor,rs religious aLrthorities of Bukhara (one of the
centers of medieval Islamic theology). According to this Hadith, the Prophet
Besides'rve have: "'l-hey all trace back to Turk. son of .laphet. son of Noah. Cod's
blessing be upon thenr
- they corresporrd to the children of Rürn. son of Esiru.
son of lsaac, son ol Abraharn, Cocl's blessing be upon them." (K 20/DK I ll2) This
contraclictiorr rnay be solved. if we assurre that "son of Noah" in the passage cited
in the text simply nreans "off.spring of Noah".
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of the Oluz and encouraged
Muhammad himself had announced the coming

and the non-existing Hadiths.

]8
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of a (perhaps only secondary) kind of propagandistic ftrnction of the text, the
mentioning of mythical genealogies and the doubtful or non-existing Hadiths
al'e not errors or mistakes, but rather rhethorical tricks and orations to please
the Turkic ruling classes and to impress their Arabic and Persian speaking
subjects. It is likely that Ka(1an hirnself did not believe in each atrd every one

of these citations. Especially in the case of the Hadith, he himself has sonre
reservations concerning its correctuess. Bttt the citation not only stresses the
special position of the Turks uin.rong all other peoples and additionally helps
to undelscor-e the special position of the Oluz arnong the Turks. This coLrld
be fr-om a strategic stands, since K-rilari lived in Baghdad, which was ruled
by the Seljuks, a sLrb-group of the Oluz. Despite the fact that KaSlart does
rrot consider their language as being the "most correct" and "tnost elegant"

of

the Turkiehnguages, it is this language that receives preference in the Hadith

najority of dralectal remarks are concerning Oyuz Tr-rrkic,
ancl Kuiyarr only gives a detailed list of the sub-branches of the Oluz ("along
with the brands of theil cattle, since people need to know tltetn", K 20/DK I

(see 5). Thus the

82)

3. According to Kzrtyari's introclr-tction to the Dlwetn, the Trrrks consist of
twenty tribes, each of them having many sLtb-tribes (K 20lDK | 82). He
clairns to name only the main tribes without their sub-branches (except in the
case of OlLrz-Ti.irkmän). But the given nulnber of twenty is not in accordance
with the number of Turkic tlibal names we find in the Drwän. In the
introduction. we find two lists of namest each of these lists contains ten
tribes. But in other parts of the Drwän, Kä3"yan remarks that some of these
tribes do not speak Turkic at all, while some possess Turkic as a second
language. Beside the two lists in the introduction, there appear names of other
tribes in the dictionar-y which are said to be Turks. These "dictionary tribes"
are not described as sub-tribes of the "list tribes"-and as in the case of the
"list tribes" some of them do not even speak TLrrkic. And even if we-diff-erent from Kä51'an-consicler speaking Ttrrkic as a criteria for being Turk, I
see no way to reach Kui"yarL's claim that there are twenty Turkic tribes.
3.1 Let us first examine the two lists of names that appear in the introdLrction

and their representation on the map added to the DiwZrn (K 22-3lin DK I
between pp.82 and U3). The first list mentions ten Turkic peoples living

fiom West to East between Rürn (Byzantium) and Sin (China) (K 20/DK

I
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82): Bciöänäk - Qrföaq - OWz - Yemciks - Ba,iyirt - Basmil - Qay - Yohaque Tatar - Qirqiz. The second list gives ten tribes "middling between South and
North" (K 2llDK | 82)i Cigil - Tuxsr - Yaynato - Owaq - Caruq - Ciimiil -

Uiyur - Taryut - Xitdy ("which is Sln ") - Tawydö ("which is Mastn"T.tt 1n
contradiction to KäSyan's promise to show all the tribes on the map, many of
them are missing. Of course this-as all the other problematic and
contradictory phenomena connected with the map-may be due to an
incorrect copying of the map as well as of the text.
3.1.1 More or less in the north eastern quadrant of the map we find frorn
West to East- in accordance with the order of the first list- Bäöänäk (West
of, e.g., Rüs and a large lake which we must consider as a hybrid of the
easpian Sea and Lake Aral, named bahr Abiskun),12 Qiföäq (at both sides of
this lake), and Oyr-rz (a part of them together with the eastern part of
Qiföaq).13 Farther to the East there are the deserts of Basmil and Tatär.
According to the list, both tribes should be much farther to the East. The

8
9
l0

For the Kimäk-Yeuräk problem see, e.9., GOLDEN 1993,202tf
According to GOLDEN

(

.

1993, 164) "prabably, Yapäqu".

Different from DK, I pret'er to write Tuxsi arrd Yayma rvith -r arrd -r7, because they
lrl' ancl alif in word-final position.
Frorn my point of view the designations Sr-n and Mdsln can best be explained as a
special kind of Alabic (Sernitic) paranomasia (muiäwu{u, see. e.9., El tl23) called
itba'.The sarne type we meet with the biblical peoplös Gog and Mugo14 which arc
also rnentioned in .he Dtvvun in the fbrm YA!ü! and MAgäg (K 24lDK I 8-3). Most
probably their names became a model for Srrr and Masrn which probably are to be
interpreted as 'China and something like China'. My thanks to Manfred Kropp for
are rvritten rvith

ll

the Arabic technieal tenns.

12

They are most probably identical with the Pechenegs. At the same rime Briötitrtik is
the narne of one of the 22tribes of the OghLrz, see K 42lDK | 104.

l-l

One part of the Oghuz is located West of gubal Quraguq in bilatlu'l-Gr.rril-r'ya. the
other part is East of this mountain region in nraskan Qi.fötlq va'l-Crri:l,y__vrr. This
may reflect the fact that the Oghuz broke off in the tenth century into trvo groups,
one group (led by Säljük ancl his successors) moving to the Micldle and Near East to

develo;r to modern Western OghLrz, the others remaining with the Kipchaks to
become the rnoclern Ttirkrnen. On the other hand rve hear about the Turkmün that
they consisted of 22 sub-tribes, see also 3.2.1 .lf these sub{fibes are identical with
the sub-tribes of the Oyuz, the dissolution of the OyLrz must have affected each and
every of their sub-tlibes. Then the tribal organization of the modern Tiirkmen
should have developed later. But it is also possible (and perhaps very probable) that
the information given by Kailari contains some tnrth, but needs furtlrer'
interDfetation.
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Basmil are shown to live West of an triangular lake, which may be Lake
Balkhash, because the River lli @Adr tlA) flows into it. The Tatär are shown
somehow South of the Basmil at the western banks of the River lli.la East of
them, at the eastern banks of the River Ili, and close to the triangular lake, the
Ba5lirt are shown. The map of the Drwän incorrectly shows the River [nysh
(Artii) to flow into Lake Balkhash (according to my estimation). Farther to
the East, on the western banks of the upper part of the River lrtysh, we find
the Yemäk. This is a discrepancy since their position in the list between Oyuz
and Ba5yirt differs from their position on the map. Easf of the BaSyirt, at the

western banks

of a river, for which no name is given, we fincl the Qäy.

Among the tribes of the West-to-East list Yabäqu and Qirqiz unfortunately
do not appear on the map. Despite this, on the map, we find the River YamAr,

which according to the dictionary passes through the steppes of the Yabäqu
(K 456/DK II l6l). Therefore, we know roughly where to place them on the
map. If the combination of the dictionary data and the map is correct, they
should have lived East of the Qäy. This is in accordance with theil place in
the list. If this was the case, they would have lived East of the Tatär. However,
this is in contradiction to their position in the list, which-according to the
author-the tribes "are listed in order [from West] to East" (K 20lDKI82).
The differences between the positions of the tribal names in the list and their
configuration on the map can be demonstrated as follows:
Bäöänäk - Qiföäq -

Oylz- Yemäk - Ba5yirt - Basmil - Qay - Yabäqu

Tatär - Qirqiz
Bäöänäk - Qiföaq -Oytrz - Basmil/Tatär-

-

Bagirt - Yemäk - QAy - Yabäqu

(position reconstructed by the help of the River Yamär) - (Qirqiz is not on the
maP.)

Among the names of the second list of tribes "middling between South
and North" we only find ÖomLil and Masrn on the map. The Öömril are
4

The name of the River Ili is given as //rl, "name of a river fthe Ilil. On its banks
cztmp two tribes of the Turks, narnely Yayrna and Tuxsi. and a group of Cigil. It is
the 'Jayhün' (the "Oxus") of the Turk conntry" (K 58/DK I l2-5). The tribes
rnentioned here belong to the second list of names; they are not given on the map.
It is interesting that Käi1ari calls the River Ili the "Oxus of the Turk country".
Perhaps he considered the region of the River Oxus (in his times at leasr partly
controlled by Seljuks and Karakhanids) not as part of the oliginal "Turk country". [f

in the "Turk country" the River lli ptays the role of the River Oxus in
Mawarannahr, for KäSyari the (original) "Turk country" seems to be identical with
the lands of the folmer Westefn Turks, the Tiirgäö, and the On Oq.
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placed North East of the "deserts of Yemäk" (fayafi Yemtik) and the Otükcin
and South East of the Qäy at the western shores of the unnamed rivel whiclt
flows into the triangular Iake (see above). The Mäsrn are according to the

map in the far East, separated by a bay from the land of the Uiyr-rrs and
opposite to the island of iabarqd, i.e. Japan. This coulclbe alluding to the
fäct that Masrn is some way connected with Korea and Manchuria, bLrt this
can not be confirmed by the map. The region of the Uiyur and fourof theiL
five townsl-5 are located West of Mästn, and South of the Öomtil. The Yayma,
Tuxsr, and a part of tfe Öigit live according to tlie dictionary on the River lli
(K 5B/DK [ | 25, see th. l4) close to where the Basmil, Tatal and Balyirt are
shown on the map. If this is correct, the Yalmä, Tuxst, and a parl of the Öigit
may have lived as fal North as the eömtil but West of them.l6 We learn
about the O^ylZrq from the dictionary which explains that they Iive in an

Lrndefined "frontier district" called Qaru Yigdö

(K 72lDK |

144):

unfortLrnately, we can not place it on the map. The Öaruq "inhabit BcLrörLq tl're

city of Afrasiyäb, in which he irnprisoned Btz.an son of Nebuchadnezzar" (K

t-5

Sulrni, Qööö, janbaliq and Beibalicl, but not Yarti Baliq; fbrthe towns of the Uiytrr

6

Cigil is the "name fbr three groups (tarurr'll) of the Turks. The first is a nornadic

seeK69/DKIl40.
people inhabiting: QI-JYA'S Qut,t1", a small district beyond Bar'syarr" (K 198I99iDK I30l). On the nra;r rve find Barsyän (BRSQN) in the southrvestern colner
of the inrrer rectarrgulnr ol'the central mountaitr corttplex. Under the heading Qa,r'r7.r
we firrcl: "name of the countly of Tuxsi ancl Öigil. It is thlee fbrtresses." (K -520/DK
ll 238)l perhaps the location of these thlee fbrtresses is symbolizecl on the rnap by
three unntuned points east of Bars^yirn. The second meaning of Cigil is said to be "a
srnrll district rrear Taraz. [t is the original rel'erent of this narle. Thus: When Dü-l
Qarnayn carre to the lancl of AryLr the clouds loosed their founts ancl the road
became rnucldy, and this caused him clifTiculty. He said irt Pelsian: ut Ci.gil ost
nreanirrg'What is this rnr"rd (rnd hdlu l-ttn)
- there's no escaping it!'So he ordered
a building to be constlucted in that spot, and they built the fbrtless (fti,r'rr) that is
-fLrrks
who
called Cigll to this day.'[he place was carlled by that nanre; then the
settlccl tlrere wele ealled: iigilirurd this uarne spleirl aliel that. Norv thc Oyttz. sirrce
their larrcls bordered on this fbltress. used to fight the Cigil contirrually - the
ennrity betrveen the two peoples pelsists to the plesent - and so these called all
Turks who dressecl in the rnarnnel of the Cigil by that narne. That is to say. the
Oluz called all the Tulks frorn the.layhün (Oxus) to Uppel Sin: ii,r;l/ - btrt tlris is
run error'." lt renrzrins uucleal whetlrer "cilessin-s irr the rnarrnel of the Cigil" hls to do
rvith the tliyntoö br)r'k'a rvhite cap o1'I'ine goats lrail worn b)'the Cigil' (K -522lDK
ll 240). -fhe third use o1'C'i.gr/ is to clesi-srtaLe a gr()r.rp o1- villages near Kaiyar (K
198-199: DK I 301).
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l9ll DK | 292) whtch can not be found

on the map. The realm of the Ta4ut

localize/on the map by the help of information
underthe headingsuz'stature, height; grave'(K 504/DK II2l8). There

ancl Srn can be somehow
_Eiven

Stlr'a city between Taqut and Sin'. QAtun,Srrr can be found
on the map East of the Uighur region and West of the Mäsin peninsula.
we find QattTn

Thus we may conclude that Talr-rt and Sin also were East of the Uighurs (and
probably West of Mäsrn), which is in accordance with our knowledge aboLrt
the geographical location of the historical Tangut and Qitari ($rn = XitAy =
Liao) (see 3.1.2). ln any case we can not assutne that the second list is a
South-to-North Iist in the strict sense of the word. The tribes given at the

beginning of the list (Öömiil, Yaymä. Tuxsr. and a part of the Öigil) are
located fhrther North than those at its errdl only the Barsyan and Kä(1ar Cigil
are at more or less the sanre geographical heiglrt as UiyLrr and Masrn, perhaps
also like Talut and Sin. The expression "rniddling between South and
North" has to be taken in a nruch broader sense and appears fiom my point

of view only as an analogical counterpart to the West-to-East older of the
first list.
Of course one should approach the map added to the Dtwän cautior,rsly.
Obviously, one need to ask how shor-rld a correct map of Eurasia and parts of
Africa have been drawn in these times? Needless to say thor,rgh, it is
remarkable that we find many discrepancies between the data given in the text

and on the map, which was added to the text for explanatory reasons.
Unfortunately, it is irnpossible to know whether sorne of the contradictions
date back both to the copying of the map and the text in the thirteenth
century.

3.1.2 The Ta4r,rt, Xiräy ("which is Srn") and TawyZrö ("which is Masin") are
designated as Turkic tribes. Br.rt as we know, the historical Xitay (Qitari) and
Tawyäö spoke a (Para-)MongoliclT language, and the language of the TalLrt
is still unknown.

3.1.2.1According to KaSyan, the Ta4Lrt claimed "to be of Arab or.igin" (K
602lDK ll 334). While I lrave not found evidence to confirm this. it
somehow connects them to Ihe Tübiit, the Tibetans.l8 Ket5"yan writes that the

t]
l8

See.IANHUNEN 2003.

As a consequence of later political clcvelopnrents Tcrrtglqut becztrne one ol'the
designations fbl the Tibetans and the ir country in Written Mongolian, see l-ESSING
I

960.
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Tübüt trace their roots back to a Arab from Yemen named Täbit. KaSTan tells
us: "A large tribe Qrl ... kaltr) in the lands of the Turks. ... They are the
descendants of Ttrbit. He was a man from Yemen who committed a cl'ime,
then took.fright and fled by sea to SIn. He found those regions to his Iiking
and settled there. His children multiplied to such an extent that they took over
1500 parasangs from the lands (aradt) of the Turks. They are bordered on
the East by Sin, on the West by Qi3mir, on the North by Uighur, and on the
South by the Indian Sea. In their language, one still finds some Arabic words,

such

as'UMA' uma'mother'

(tLmnt)

and'ABA' aba'fatlter' (ab)" (K

179lDKl276). While this genealogy is incorrect, at least they are not
designated as a Turkic tribe by KäSyan, but only living in the lands of the
Turks. l9 The latter remark again ties Tarut and Tübüt closer together. In the
introdr,rction of the Drwan, Kir5larr tells us: "The second class are such as
Khotan, Tübüt and some of Tangut-this class are settlers in the lands of the
Turks." (K24lDK I 83). As mentioned above, the langr,rage of the Taqut rs
still unknown. That the Ta4ut are listed among the Turkic tribes should not
be taken as a sign that their langr-rage was slrpposedly of so-called Altaic type

in the past (even if there is a small chance that it is
possible; see also 4. I). As we can see from the Ttibiit example, KäS1arr's
linguistic knowledge was of medieval type. It may be doubted that categories
Iike agglutination, one of the main characteristics of the Altaic morphology,
as has been assumed

or even more sophisticated categories of modern lingLristics played a role for
him. lf he includes speakers of languages of so-called Altaic type like Xitäy

it

most probably is by pure
coincidence from the linguistic point of view. Most likely there were special
common traces of lifestyle, social and military organization, and perhaps
special relations to the Turks proper which made peoples worthy of
becoming entitled as Türk by KäSyari. Taking in account what is said about

and Tawläö in his list of Tulkic tribes,

9

As to their language, Ka!^yari tells us in the introduction that they have a langttagc
of their own (K 24lDK | 83). According to Klaus SAGASTER (inforr-nation by email,27.l 1.2003), Kni'yari is light with the r,vord for'father', which in Tibetan
written f anguage is u-phu (rnodern prortunciation abu', irt classical litelary texts
pha). The word for'mother'' is ct-ttttr in Tibetan rvritten langtrage (ntodern
pronrrnciation unto',it'r classical literary texts rrn). Thus Klaus SAGASl'ER thinks
that the form unta given by Kai^yari may go back to a mishearing or misspelling or
is (not so probable) an obscure dialect forrn.
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the use of the designation Öigit uy rhe oyuz (see fn. l4) it may also have
been a characteristic of clothing.20 The same considerations hold trr-re for the
Tatär, Qäy, Basmii, Öc;-tit, Xiräy and Tawyäö.
3.1.2.2 The Xitäy are without a doubt identical with the (para-)Mongolic
Qitafi, whirh still at KäSyarr's times ruled Northern china and were known as
the Liao dynasty. Tawläö (= Mä$rn) is according to KäSyarr "the name of
Mäsrn. It lies beyond Srn a distance of four months'travel." There follows
some information about Sin, which I shall relate to below. Käsyari continues:
"Tawyäö - the name of a tribe of the Turks who settled in in those regions"

(K 228lDK I 34t); "those regions" musr be a part of Srn. The Tawyäö of
KäSyarr may have been direct successors of the ancient para-Mongolic
Tavyaö, which ruled Northern china as Northern wei dynasty from the
fourth to sixth centuries. But until now, I have no hint that they have more in
common other than their name.
As we have seen, KäSyari associates Xitäy with Srn. Additionally, he gives

Xitay as the 'name of Upper srn' (K 550/ DK rr 2j4), Barxän is the 'name of
Lower Sin. It is a fortress (hisn) on a mountain top near Käsyar.' (K2lglDK
1329). The latter matches the information given under the lemma kcind.There

he states 'Kä51ar is called ordu kcind meaning 'cjty of residence, since
Afräsiyäb used to reside therg because of its fine air; it is Lower Sin.' (K
lT3lDKl270). Under the lemma Tawyäö (K zzSlDKr 34l), we find some
further information about Srn. Srn was "originally threefold": in the East
"Upper Srn", which is Tawläö; in the middle is Xitäy; and Lower Sin ist
Barxän, "the vicinity of KäSyar. But now Tawyäö is known as Mäsrn, and
Xitay as Srn, i.e. a shift in the usage of the names. The derivation Srnr of Sin
also appears here in connection with rat Tawläö "meaning uiyur (which is
Tat) and Sini (which is Tawyäö)",21 i.e. here he obviously implements the

2

That dressing lnanners could be Lrsed to identity at least some of the tr-ibes becornes
clear, e.g., by the remark on künttik'a fabrio (nasti) of cotton, embroidered and
striped, used fbr rnantles and, by rhe Qifö,q, lbr raincoats' (K 197lDK I 300, in rne
index of proper names in DK lll 241 wrongly given as K 187). See also fn. 16.
It should be mentjorred that the rceof Tawyuö tbrsrnr is in accordance with the use
of the narne Tav"yaö for "chinese" in the orkhon inscriptions. The rlemor.y of the

Tavlaö/Northern wei has also survived in sorre expressions given by Kniyan:
"Any manufactured item that is ancient and imposing (ila kana qndtnutn'ttT,trtun)
is called tawyaö üQi ...The word is also used for kings: tawydö xon meaning ,'of
great and invetelate rule

('ulnt al-mulk wa-cladlnruhu), (KZ28IDKl

341).
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previous meaning "upper Sin" for Tawläö, but leaving out the "upper".
After having discussed some compounds containing Tawyäö (see fn. 2l)he
feturns to Tat Tawyäö and reports: "by'Tat'they mean'persian (al-faris),,
and by'Taw'vaö' they mean'Turk.''In my opinion, the more correct usage is
what I have mentioned [above]. The latter is used in the Iands of Islam: the
former in that place. Both are correct".

Here the information given by KäS1ari is not contradictory, br,rt given
incoherently and distributed to different parts of the dictionary. If we
summarize all the infonnation, we can say that during Käsyarr's time Xitay is
Upper (<- "Middle") $rn, Barxän/KäSyar is Lower Srn, Tawyäö is Mäsrn (<_
Upper Srn). Tawyäö may also be called Srnr in opposition to Uiyur which
may also be called rat in the "Sin regions". At the same time farther to the
west' in the Muslim regions, Tat is also used for "persian", Tawyäö for
"Turk".
3.2. Besides the names of twenty "Turkic" tribes given in the introduction, we
find some more so-called TLrrkic tribes mentioned in the Diwän.
3.2.1 There are the Qarluq, of which KäSyari gives us some dialect materials,

but no geographical information; neither do they appear on the map. The
Qarluq are characterized as follows: "a tribe of the Turks. They are nomads,
not Oyuz, but they are also Turkmän." (K 238lDK I353). The Oluz are
desrgnated as owz-Tür'kruan already in the introduction (K 20lDK I g2).
under the heading oyulwe find: "a tribe of the Turks; the Türkmän" (K
40lDK I l0l); vice versa we find under Türkmän:'they are the oyLrz.' (K
622lDK rr 362). Thus the Türkmän should (at least) contain rhe earluq and
the o1uz. Unfortunately we do not get any further information about their
relation to each other. Furthermore, we hear that the Türkmän originally
consisted of 24 tribes, but the two tribes of the xaloö are different from them
and separated in mythical early times (K 624lDK II 363). The22 Türkmän
tribes could be identical with the 22 tribes, the names of which appear under
the lemma oyuz (because Türkmän and oluz are identical), br,rt see fn. 13. If
so, the question arises, if the QarlLrq are a group of the Tiirkmün, why are
they not included in the list.
3.2.2 ln relation to the xolcLö, we do not get any essential infbrmation; their
land is not marked on the map. Therefore we can not say anything about a

\
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connection with the people of Aryvt, which are according to DOERFER (1987)'
the precursors of the modern non-Oghuz Khalaj in Central lran (they may
also to be connected with the oghuz Khataj groups in modern lran). There is
no direct connection between the people of Aryu and Xalaö mentioned by
KäSyarr. Geographical notes on the Land of Aryu helps to place it on the map

(K 76lDK I l5l). Interpreting KäSyarr's Dü-l
Qalnayn story on the ethnogenesis of the Türkmän and Xalaö (K 62325lDKlI362-3), DoERFER (1987, I l3f.) comes to the conclusion that Aryu
arrd Xalaö are the same people-like "tiirkmän = oWZ.". DOERFER may be
between Tiräz and Baläsäyün

correct in his analysis, but different from the case of OlLrz-Türkmlin, Ka(1an
does not provide us with any information about the relation between the two
groups.

3.2.3 Far in the West, we hear about two other sources of Turkic linguistic
materials - Suvar (under Saxsln, "a city near Bulyar. It is Suvär.", K
220lDK I 330) and Bulydr ("a well known city of the Turks", K 229lDK I
343). Both places are marked on the map north of baftr Abiskun.
3.2.4 Furthermore we find the Turkic tribes
Ferghana Valley (K

Äfuii - ÄSdii in Öziönd in the

| 129), Aramüt'a

tribe of the Turks near Uighur'
(K 8 I /DK I l 59), Ki,iöcit'a tribe fiil) of Turks, who have been settled (usktrut)
in Khwärizm (K 180/DK | 277), and Bulaq or Älka Bulaq perhaps

6llDK

somewhere in the Qiföäq region or close to them.22

3.2.5 The Könöäk are also designated as 'a tribe of the Turks' (K 241lDK I
357). But in the introductory part KäSyarr tells us about them: "You do find
ha' in the speech of Khotan, since it is of Indian origin; and in the speech of
Känöäk as well, since it is not Turkic" (K 7/DK 73). This information warns
us again ascribing any (modern) linguistic value to Kä5yart's remarks.

Especially in this cäSe, iVe most probably have to interpret this remark in

a

socio-political or a very common cultural way.

4. Let us now take a look at KäSyarr's remarks on the languages of the

See K l9llDK | 291 Bulrltl 'A tribe Qtl) of the Turks. The Qiföäq took them
captive, then God (may He be exalted) caused them to be released and they came to
be called Älkti Aulaq. 'Ihe vowel is long or short'; see also K 77lDK | 152: Alkti

Bulaq 'a tribe of the Turks'.
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"Turkic" tribes in the Diwän. of the Känöäk, we already heard that they did
not speak Turkic but a language "of Indian origin".
4.1 Among the tribes and regions mentioned in the introduction, in the two
lists, we learn about Mäsrn (Tawyäö) and Srn (Xitay): "The people of Mäsin
and of Srn have a language of their own, although the sedentary population
knows Turkic well and their correspondence with us is in the Turkic script.
Perhaps this Turkic speaking sedentary population is to be connected with
some Uighur groups which fled to the Qitari after the Uighur steppe-empire
was crushed by the Ancient Kirghiz around 840. The nomadic Öc;müt have a

"gibberish (ratana) of their own, but also know Turkic." Each of the eäy,
Yabäqu, Tatär, and Basmil "has its own language, but they also know Turkic

well" (K 25lDK I 83). At these times the Qäy, and Tarär probably still spoke
(Para-)Mongolic languages (see, e.g., GoloeN 1992, 164);this may also be
true for the Yabäqu (GOLDEN 1992,230). while I have little information
about the languages of the Öomul and Basmil, their names seem to be derived
with the same suffix -mll, so they might have had languages of a similar type

- but this is mere speculation.23 The langLrage of the Talut is still unknown.
Probably it was not a Turkic language. otherwise the attempts to decipher
their texts should have been mole fruitful.
Thus about 40 vo of the so-called rurkic tribes listed in the introduction
were linguistically not Turks, even if they, or at least parts of them, spoke
more or less good Turkic. The question remains, which concept of being
Turk or being a Turkic tribe is used by KäSyan. Was it a question of
speaking an agglutinative länguage? Most Iikely, it was a political-cultural
concept, which could be applied even on non-Turkic tribes, if they had
somehow found a place in the Turkic cultural system, see also 3.1.2.1.
4.2 Among the groups of which we know thar they spoke a kind of Turkic,
the Uiyur are said to speak pure Turkic, In addition, they speak another
language among themselves.24 The Qirqiz, Qiföäq, Oyuz, Tuxsl, yaymä,

öigil,

Perhaps the nanrc Basnil has survived in the nanre of the rnythical Mu.ttnul or
Mosnnl mentioned by BUTANAEV (1999,64), see SCHöNIG (forthcoming).
TEKELI (1986,7) erroneously writes thar "the Uygurs spokeTurkish and used the
Turkish alphabet, but they also had dift'erent dialects like Comul lsicll, Hay l.ricll,

Yakubi lsic!1, Tatar and Basrnil." More correcr in TEKELI (1985.6):
Uygurlarrnrn özttirkge lslc!l konugtuklarrnr, Comil lslc!1, Hay lsic!1, yakunbi
lsic!1, Basrnil'lelin de ayn bil a!rzlan oldu$unu .... vurgulamrgtrr,,.
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Oyräq and Öaruq spoke "a pure Turkic, a single language"; the languages of
Yemäk and Ba5yirt are close to these (K 25lDK I 83). Probably they spoke
medieval Norm Turkic.25 The languages of Bulyär, Suvär and of the Bäöänäk
are "Turkic of a single type, with clipped ends"26 (K 25lDK I 84)' They

It is not
clear from the few examples in the Drwän what "clipped ends" means. But
with respect to modern Chuvash, we may assume that at least some word
final elements had been lost in their language. Medieval Bulgar Turkic
probably had-contrary to the other Turkic languages-a stress on the first
syllable, which in comparison to other Turkic languages gave the impression
of weakened (or zero) pronunciation of the last syllables.
KäSyari does not provide Very much information about the Turkic of the
Türkmän, Xalaö und Qarluq. But if his information about the internal
relations of theses tribes are of any linguistic value, we may asstlme that at
least the Türkmän spoke Oluz (because they are identical with them). The
Qarluq may have spoken a kind of Oluz (because they are said to be
Türkmän), but perhaps they were only a political or cultural part of them and
had a language of their own (because they were at the same time not O"yuz).
The Xalaö may have spoken a language of their own, because they were
different from the Türkmän, but this is unceftain since a connection with the
seem to have been medieval Bulgar Turks (see also DOERFER 1987).

Oluz is never mentioned.
4.3 As for the AdglS

- Ag{i5, Arämüt, Küöät and (Alkä) Buläq, we can not

say anything, because KäSyari gives no dialect materials and does not
comment on their language. Perhaps they did not even speak Turkic, even
though KäS1ari designates them as Turkic tribes - as in the case of the
Känöäk!
5.

lt is also interesting to take

a look at KäS1arr's personal judgements on the

qLralities of the various Turkic dialects, some of which are based on linguistic

criteria. Thus the Oyuz speak the "lightest of the dialects". Yaymä and Tuxsi,
together with those who dwell on the rivers Ili (according to the map (a group
oi Öiglt and the originally non-Turkic speaking Tatär, see 3.1.1), Irtysh
(according to the map the Yemäk, see 3.l.l), Yamär (according to information
in the dictionary the originally non-Turkic speaking Yabäqu; no other tribe is

25
26

For the expression "Norm Turkic" see SCHöNIG 1999.
For different translations of maftlnfa al-atraf'ala nomat wahid see DK I 84, fn.3.
I

I

I
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) and Atil (Y olga) (according to the map the

Qiföaq)27 "as far as the country of Ui1ur", speak the "most correct"
dialects.28 It is interesting that - if my interpretation of KäS1art's data is
right
- we find among the tribes which speak "most correct" dialects,
besides original Turkic speakers like Yalmä, Tuxst, Öigil, Yemak, Ba5lirt and
Qiföaq tribes, which had an own language-Tatär and Yabäqu. Of course my
interpretation may be wrong, but perhaps these two tribes became simply
Turkicized under the influence of "most correct" speakers.
The Xuqdnr kings "and those who associate with them" speak "most
elegant" (K 25lDK I 84). At first, it is somehow astonishing that "correct" is
not an attribute of the language of the Xäqänt rulers, therefore "most elegant"
may be of higher value and includes "correctness".29 The concept of
elegance is explained in another way by the following statement of KäSyarr:
"The most elegant of the dialects belong to those who know only one
language, who do not mix with Persians, and who do not customarily settle in
other countries" (K 24lDK I 83), i.e. those of the Turks who have retained
their nomadic lifestyle. Here (according to DK I 46) KäSyari in analogy
applies the methods and standards of Aiabic philologians who assumed the
Bedouin usage of Arabic as more conservative and original. Does this mean
that the Xäqänr kings spoke the same way the nomadic Turks did? I think we
have to assume that KäS"yan's concept of "elegance" is a compound one: the
Xäqäni kings spoke "most elegant", because for him their court was setting
the standard; at the same time the nomadic Turks spoke "most elegant"
because of their remoteness and isolation from others "untouchedness"
(according to the standards of Arabic philologians).
The language of KäS1art's Oyuz sponsors had no chance to achieve the
attribute "correct". About Oyuz Turkic, we learn under the lemma örcin'bad
Even if Suvär and Bullär are-accolding to the map-also close to River Atil
(River Volga), we may exclude them from the circle of speakers of "most correct"
dialects, because their Turkic had "clipped ends", see 4.2.
TEKELI (1985, 6) wrongly translates that "en iyi Ti.irkgenin Oluzlar', ...
konr-rgtu!urru vurgulamrqtrr". This became even tlore incorrect in the English
translation: "Mahmud concluded that the best Turkish was spoken by Oluz and
Yalma tribes (TEKELI 1986,7); at least the passage on Tuxsi and Yayma was

correct in TEKELI (1985,6): "... en dolrusunu Toki

lsic!l ve

Yalrralarrn

konuqtu!r-rnu vurgulamrqtrr ".
29

According to DK I 44 "in practice the judgment of 'correctness' and 'elegance' often
go together ...".
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(racl)': "when the oyuz mixed with the persians they forgot rnany Turkic
words and used Persian instead." (K 5llDK I I l5). under turma,radish,we
find in connection with the oyuz word gci,(ür for'radish' ("which they
borrowed from the Persians"): "when they mixed with the persians they
forgot some of their own language and used persian in its place"; there
fof low some examples (K 2lilDK 1326). Not without reason-perhaps
ro
equilibrate the disadvantage of persification-he goes on: "Know that the
oyuz are refined. They use nouns and verbs in isolation that the Turks use
only in paired expressions, as a branch or subordinate is joined to its root.
For exampf e, the Turks say to mean 'he mixed two things': qatti qctrdi

qatti is the root in the matter of mixing two things; qardi is subordinate to it.
The oyuz say: qardi for mixing two things, reaving off the root.
Simirarry,
the Turks say cifuü yawlaq
- (idsü is 'good'; - yctwrdq is 'bad, and is used
paired witb cibü not alone. The oyuz use it alone.,' Thus the
language of the
oyuz may not be "most correct" or "elegant", but the "lightest,, and
are

additionally "refined"30 so that the relation between the Karakhanids,
the
rulers of KaSyarr's homeland, and the oyuz Seljuks, his new
rulers, is
equilibrated.
6. To learn something about KäIyari's attitude towards persians,
one can take
a look at the use of the word rat. As I have previousry mentioned,
we find
under TawyurY the expres sion Tat Tawydö'UighLrr (which is
Tat) and srni

(which is Tawyäö)';Tat arso means'persian', Tawgäö is'Türk'
(KzzgrDKI
341)' under Tat we also find the meanings 'persian (farist)-among
most

of
ruxsi,
(K 406/DK ll 103) (i.e. rribes speaking most correct). There
we also find the
saying Tati
'(strike) the persian on the eye, (cut) the
tlrorn at its
mentioned the original meaning of Tar
Tawyaö 'U
yan states: "Tlre proverb [aboveJ also
originalllr refers to them, because they lack loyatty;just as the thorn
shoLrld
be cut at its root, so the uighurr shourd be struck on
the eye,'. (K 406/DK II
103)' There follows another proverb which-or the interpretation
of which_
exhibit zar exclusively in the meaning 'persian': tatsiz türk bolnns
ba,isiz.
börk bolmds'there is no persian except in the company of a
Turk, (ust as)
there is no cap unless there is a head to put it on' (K 407|DKII
r03), i.e. with
tfre Turks' and

of

'uighur infiders (kafqra

t

yp*)_

among the yayma and

course, one may ask why it is refiued to "use nourrs and verbs
in isoration.,,
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a wrong translation.3l The same proverb also appears under börk (K
l76lDKI273),32 where it is translated as: 'A Turk is never without a Persian
(ust as) a cap is never without a head'. without a doubt, the second
translation, which is more positive towards the Persians than the Turks, is the
correct one. The right translation appears under the "unpolitical" lemma börk,
whereas the incorrect, "anti-Persian" translation appears under the "political"
lemma Tat. Perhaps this proverb goes back to a time when relations between
Persians and Turks were better and the Turks were more self-ironical' Maybe
the proverb is coined not on Turks in general but on those who mix with the
Persians (e.g. the Oluz). Perhaps KäS^yari (or the copyist) has produced the

anti-Persian translation of the proverb to harmonize it somehow with the
proverb which he cites under a second lemma tat 'r]ust that appears on a
sword, or other'(K 407lDK ll 103) following theTat discussed above. The
proverb says qiliö tatiqsa li yunölr cir tatiqsa tjt tinötr'when rust overtakes a
sword, the condition (of the warrior) suffers, (ust as) when a Turk assumes

the morals of a Persian his flesh begins to stink'. Here he again gives an
incorrect translation: for cir he translates 'Turk' instead of 'man'. Of course
the wrong, tendentious translation of the proverb and the wrong translation of
cir may be mistakes of the copyist. But what we can clearly see is the antiattitude of KäS1arr which he had most probably imported from his

Persian

Karakhanid homeland. Before the oyuz came to power the Karakhanids had
to struggle with the rulers of öazna, which were Turks, but adopted the
which
Persian culture of the majority of their sudects. Firdawsr's Sah-nama
piece
is said to be sponsored by Mahmüd von öaznä, can be considered as a
of propaganda art reminding its readers to the mythical fights between lran

(now represented by the rulers of öaznä) and Turan (the Karakhanids). The
Karakhanids did not hesitate to join this game and adopted the name of
Afräsiväb. the leaderof Turan.33 Thus, despite the fact that his new Seljuk

-)l

JZ
33

"Thus the Arabic: la yakünu l-.fArist illu tvtt-t'u.talittt ttr.rrka shoLrld be reversed to accord with the Turkic'"
Here we fincl a different notation tdtstz türk bolmtis btlisrz börk bolnns,
ln the Diwän we find, e.g., tcirinr 'the title by which one addresses princes Qakakttt)

See also

DK

Il

l03, fn.

l:
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masters are somehow "infected" by the "Persian disease", for him as a Turk
of noble Karakhanid offspring a Persian is as bad as an infidel Uighur, both
are Tat.
7

. There are also some problems in the dialect materials. Here

I shall discuss

only some selected problems in the field of phonetics. Whereas some of the
problematic notations and formulations may go back to the later copyist,
problems on the systemic level most probably go back to KäSyari himself.

7.1 The tendency to change initial b- to m-, if a nasal stands at the first
syllable border, already appears in the early Old Turkic period. KäSyari tells
us, that "the O1uz, Qiföäq and Suvänn change every initial mtm to bd" (K
26lDK I 85), i.e. he considers the more frequent but secondary n-forms as
the basic forms-perhaps also because they are used by the tribes of the
Karakhanid state. He goes on with examples, in which forms like mcin
bardim'I went' and mün'broth' are ascribed to "the Turks", whereas Oyuz,
Qiföaq and Suvär say bdn bardum and bün. Under btin'l' the form is
designated only as "Oyuz dialect" (K 169/DK 1267). Besides wefindmcin
'l' in "Turk dialect" (K 17llDK 1268); there follows mün'soup' without any
hint to ab-form (K l7llDK 1268). The explanation forthe occurence of ö in
Oyuz, Qiföaq and Suvär where other Turkic dialects have m- is very short and
needs some interpretation by the reader. As I said before, KäS"yari's
explanation only covers constellations with initial b- before a nasal at the first
syllable border. Otherwise no initial ru would exist in the three dialects in
question. Besides, KäSyarr has noted cases, in which especially Oluz has mbefore nasal consonants, e.g. manddr'a plant which winds around trees and
('aiaqa)." Oyuz dialect' (K 230lDK
causes them to dry up
-"bindweed
343) and mirydr'spring of water ('ayn al-ma'). Oluz dialect ' (K 608/DK ll
342) - miryar (K 603/DK lI 335; see also K 567lDK ll294, sub öoqra-).

slaves to the sons of Afräsiyäb is simply that ... (K 208f./DK | 314), and qA;.
'name of the daughter of Afräsiyäb. She is the one who built the city of Qazvin.
The root-form of this is Qaz oyni meaning "Qäz's playground (mul'ab)", since she
used to live there and play. For this reason some of the Turks reckon Qazvrn within
the bolders of the TLrrk lands. Also the city of Qum, since qum in Turkic is "sand
(ranil)" and this daughter ofAfräsiyäb used to hunt there and frequent it. Others of
them reckon lthe bordersl fiom Malv aS-Sahijan since her father Totla Atp Är
who is Afräsiyab
bLrilt the city of Marv, ...' (K 509f./DK ll 225).

-
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KäSyarr is incorrect in his analysis, I believe only tried to describe the
situation with genuine Turkic words. The words with initial n- in O^yuz seem

Even

if

to be loanwords. In cases, in which he only wants to point to a special form
or meaning of a Turkic word in Oluz different from its form or meaning in
other Turkic languages, he perhaps kept the "regular" notation with l11 (see
DOERFER 1987, 107). The example ol mcini arlar saLturdl'he ordered the
credit to be transferred to me and charged against him (amara bi-l-ihAla h
,alayhi),(K 360/DK II 55) is such a case
- it shows mcini instead of
expected Oyttz bc)ni, but is designated as "OTuz dialect"'
Käsyan has also noted data of b- - n-changes before nasals farther back
than the first syllable border. Thus we find for Oyuz büküm citük'boot worn
by women'. He continues: "Others say mi,ikim or mükin, changing the br.r' to
mtm and the final mtm to nün; I think this is not genuine; nevertheless, the

Qiföäq and other crude peoples use this word." (K 199/DK

| 302).

Here he

again contradicts his own rule that Opz, Qiföäq and Suvär have b instead of
rz by citing a m-form which is designated as Qiföäq.

7.2 Furthermore Käjyarr states, that "the Oyuz and those who follow them
change every ta'to dal" (K 26lDK I 85); unfortunately he does not say who
these followers are. The examples he provides are the O^yuz words dtivci
(whatever
'camel' (see also K 544lDKll26T34 and üd 'hole', where the Türk
that means in this context, see l) say tewe andüt (see also K 34lDKI93).
He continues: "[However,] most däls among the genuine Turks correspond
o^yuz dialect." Examples for this counter rule are Turkic bögdri
,dagger' (see also K 210/DK | 317) and yigdc)'service tree' (see also K
45llDKll 162) versus Oyuzbögtriandyigtä. As we can see the rules given
by KäS1arr do not take into account the different positions within a word or a

to ta'\n

syllable of the sounds in question. Like in the case of b and

/??

these rules

demand further interPretation.

The correspondence "word-initial oyuz d- = Türk /-" covers a large
percentage of cases from Old Anatolian Turkic on up to modern times. In the
initial position of the second syllable, for which Kä51ari gives examples for
the counter rule, we find some exceptions in his own materials. Examples are
the cognates of early Old Turkic causative forms in -tXz (see ERDAL l99l )'
e.g. ol marla tI biktüzdi 'he informed me to find the thing' (K 368/DK II 63).
For the graphical variants of this word see DK
this variations see DOERFER ( 1987, t07).

llt t88; for qrrestions connected

with
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Here he comments: "This is Oyuz and goes against the rule; it is not used by
the Turks". But we do not know, whether he means that the use of a d-form

or the use of the causative suffix -tXz. is "against the rule". The example o/
towar alduzdi'he Uet his property be taken; it wasl plundered or stolen
(huriba, suliba)' (K 3l2lDK ll 9) is introduced by the remark that "the Oyuz
sometimes have zdy instead of rA'", i.e. he explains the causative suffix -tXzas a side form of the suffix -DUr-.Thus we may assume that in the case of
biLdäz- he also means that the use of -tXz- is "against the rule". On the other
hand he does not comment on bulcluz-, which precedes bildüz- in the
dictionary (K 368/DK II 63). Thus this question remains open.
7.3 For early Old Turkic -d(-) KaSlarr states that "the Yayma, Tuxsi, Qiföaq,
Yabäqu, Tatär, Qäy, Cömül and Oyuz all agree in changing every dotted daL

toya'. They never pronounce tt ddl." (K21lDK I 85) His examples are
qadin'... in law', which are pronounced as qayin and
qayin in the dialects in question. Furthermore he says that the d of the Öigil
and other Turks (whatever that means, see I ) "is changed to zay by some of
Qiföaq, Yemäk, Suvär and Bulyär and those [in the areal stretching to Rüs
ancL Rüm" (K 27lDK I 85). His examples are adacl - azaq'foot' and qarin
totlti'his belly was full' - tozdi. He underscores the general validity of this
rule with the words: "You may form the other nouns and verbs by analogy
qadiry 'birch tree' and

with these examples." Of course there is a problem with the Qiföaq, which
are listed among the "y-Turks", whereas at least some of them are said to be
"z-Turks". But this may be not really a problem of KäSyarr's reliability. The
Qiföäq lived in a huge area. Judging fiom later and modern data they should
have been y-Turks, but their most western exponents might have been under
influence of neighboring z-Turkic groups of Suvär and Bulyär (and perhaps
Bäöänäk, in his times "stretching to Rüs and Rüm"?). This is stressed by
DoERFER (1987, 106, fn. 5) who points to the fact that one paft of the Qrföäq
is located close to the Suvar on the map. There ls even another possibility, if
we keep in mind that there is a connection between Qiföaq and Yemäk.
KäS1ari tells us about the Yemäk: "a tribe of the Turks; they are considered
by us to be QiföAq, but the Qiföäq Turks reckon themselves a different
party." (K 456lDK II 16l). As mentioned before, the Yemäk pronounced z
instead of y. Thus we may asslrme that there had been a closer connection
between Qiföäq (at least the "z-Qiföäq") and the Yemäk which was denied by
the Qiföäq for some unknown reasons in KäSyari's times. In these times the
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Yemäk settled at River ArtiS. the only recent z-Turks, the Yenisey-Turks (the
Khakas (including the Fu-yü Turks) and the Shor) and the Yellow Uighur,
live farlher East. Perhaps at least parts of the Yemäk played some role in the
glottogenesis of languages of these groups. DOERFER ( 1987, I l3) classifies
the Yemäk as "(echtes) Q'r'föaq" [real Qiföaq] despite the fact that they are ";Turks" (according to Käs1ari), but he gives no reason for this classification'
In the case of the before mentioned tod- the entrance in the dictionary has

isfull('tubi'a)' (K 633/DK II 375)'
Under toy- we find: "qarin toydi'the belly was satiated liabi'a)'.lts rootform is: toclti_the da:I is changed to yai as we mentioned; colloquial (? Luya
al-qawm)." (K 552lDK ll2'77) The question arises, whether dialects, which
normally had d, in colloqLrial language at least sometimes used y. other
examples for tod- and its derivations do not exhibit y-forms. Another
entrance in the Drwän which again breaks KäS1an's own rules is adrucl.
KäS1ari writes: "a word meaning 'olher (yayr)'in oyuz dialect. The Turks say
adin for 'other"' (K 62lDK I 130); in addition, he gives ayruq "a variant
meaning'other" (K 69/DK I 140), without saying whether it is Oluz or
whatever. we may assume that KäS1an in the case of o"yLrz afruq pr-rt the
stress on the structure of the word, and not on the single sounds. Thr"rs he
kept the d which for him was the normal, original sound, see his general
remark on d > y given above. But what aboul ayruq then? Was it a
"colloquial" variant of airuq as was tcty- of tol''!

the example mänig qarin töfuti 'my belly

8. I hope that I was able to demonstrate that the data in the Drwän of KäSyarl
must be treated very carefully and with interpretation. Once this is done,

mistakes and unclear passages arise. Further, we witness types of cultural
and political propaganda or other deviations from reality. But, in general, we
should not accuse Käsyan of being careless, uninformed or purposely lying.
He put together a book of linguistic and folkloristic knowledge, which is
unique not only in the Islamic world, but throughout the Medieval world. He

lived in the Middle Ages, without all the knowledge of data and methods of
which we can use today. And he was a human being with the natural right to
make mistakes and the tendency to tell a personal version of reality and truth,
whenever it seems to be necessary. Additionally, we have to keep in mind that
some of the mistakes may be attributed to mistakes in reproducing the text'
Despite the errors, contradictions, and deviations from reality, his Diwän
remains one of the most important sources of Turkic language history.
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